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Dedicated and ambitious young lady with a very enthusiastic personality that is a 
fast learner. Punctual and responsible with the ability to provide excellent 
communication skills, great multi-tasking abilities under pressure along with a strong 
passion for providing quality hospitality and professionalism.

EXPERIENCE

Gym Receptionist
ABC Corporation - MAY 2006 – FEBRUARY 2007

 Handling all incoming calls and answering all customer inquiries 
made.

 Greeting all the clients in a pleasant and professional manner.
 Assisted in maintaining the cleanliness of the gym, restrooms, and 

reception area.
 Administered the payments made by the members for all products 

and services.
 Coordinated with the customers and took the feedback to improve 

the efficiency of services provided.
 Resolved all customer complaints and made necessary updates to 

customers accounts.
 Maintained a daily record of all guests and members coming to the 

gym by verifying customers check-in.

Gym Receptionist 
Delta Corporation - 2003 – 2006

 Checked in members who had a gym membership at the country 
club, maintained a neat working space, always kept the gym clean at 
all times, restocked .

 Checked in members at the gym, made sure the attendees follow 
gym safety guidelines, billed members for specific classes/training.

 Also held a key to open and close gym location on the weekends.
 Work the front desk, Greet the residents coming in for there work 

out.Set schedule on massages and clean equipment.
 Greeted and signed in clients in friendly and engaging manner - 

Handled all records of facility along with members attendance and 
payment details - .

 Performed basic receptionist duties, took payments, and provided 
customer service solutions - Cultivated relationships with guests and 
ensured all .

 Welcomed members and guests, and made sure they had an 
excellent workout Assisted members with their account questions, 
scheduled games, and .
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EDUCATION

 AA in Liberal Arts, Sciences, and Social Behaviors - 2012(Antelope Valley
College - Lancaster, CA)

SKILLS

Efficient, Hardworking, Dependable, Resourceful, Motivated, Interpersonal, Sales, 
Type 55 WPM, And Data Entry At 7,164 KPH.
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